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Abst rac t - -We review the ~-mollification procedure for automatic fitting of surfaces defined from 
discrete noisy data functions in R 2. As a further application, the stable numerical computation of 
gradient fields from discrete noisy data is also investigated. The main features of the algorithm ave: 
1. information about the noise is needed; 
2. the mollification parameters are chosen automatically by means of the Generalized Cross 
Validation (GCV) procedure. 
A complete rror analysis of the method is provided together with several numerical examples of 
interest. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that appropriate r gularization techniques are crucial for solving ill-posed prob- 
lems. In this paper, we analyze an automatic 5-mollification procedure to approximately solve two 
related identification problems: given a discrete noisy data function defined on a bounded omain 
in R 2, recover an underlying smooth fitting surface (well-posed problem) and the corresponding 
gradient field (ill-posed problem). 
2. MOLL IF ICAT ION 
The mollification method is a filtering procedure that has been proven to be effective for the 
regularization fa variety of ill-posed problems [1]. In this section, we introduce the mollification 
method in R 2 and prove the main results. 
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2.1. Abst ract  Set t ing  
Recall that  for a function f which is integrable on [0, 1] C R ~, the b-mollification with param- 
eters 61 > 0, pl > 0 is defined, for every t ~ ~o151, 1 - P151], by 
fO J~f(t) = Ps~,m (t - s) f (s)  ds, 
where the b-mollifier Ps~,p~ (t) is given by 
p~,,p~ (t) = Ap, 6{ 1 exp - , 
0, 
]tl ~ PlS1, 
otherwise, 
with Ap, = (fPl m exp( -s  2) ds) -1. 
We now consider the b-mollification for functions with two independent variables. Let x = 
(xl ,x2),  p = (Pl,P2), and 5 = (51,52), Pi > 0, 5i > 0, xi e R 1 (i = 1,2). We use the following 
notations for simplicity: 
I = [0, 11 x [0, 11, 
lSIoo = max(51, 52), 
161-oo = min(51,52), 
Ip = [--Pl,Pl] X [--P2,P2], 
Ips = [--P151,P151] × [--p252,p252], 
IS = [P151, 1 -- p151] × [P252, 1 -- P252]. 
It should be noticed that  the set I6 is nonempty whenever pi < (1/25,) (i = 1, 2). 
For a function which is integrable on R 2, the df-mollification with parameters 5, p is based on 
the convolution with the kernel 
( ~s,p(x) = psl,pl(xl)pS2,p2(x2) -- ApSl-1521exp - k~2-12 + 5~J J ' 
o, 
X E Ip$, 
otherwise, 
where Ap = (f lp exp(-l lxl l  2) dx) -1, Ilxll 2 = x~ + x 2. 
The b-mollifier ~,,p is a nonnegative C°°(Ip,) function vanishing outside Ips and satisfying 
flp, qO~,p(X) dx = 1. 
If f (x)  is integrable on I,  we define its b-mollification on Is by the convolution 
J s f (x)  = f l  qos(x - s) f (s)  ds, 
where the p-dependency on the kernel has been dropped for simplicity. 
Notice that  J6 f (x )  = J~l( Js2f(xl ,x2))  = Js2( Js l f (x l ,  x2)) where Js, f (x l ,x2)  (i = 1, 2) de- 
notes the ~-mollification of f with parameters 5~, Pi with respect o the variable x~. 
The 8-mollification of an integrable function satisfies well-known consistency and stabil ity es- 
timates. In what follows, C will represent a generic constant independent of 5. 
THEOREM 2.1. L 9 NORM CONVERGENCE. I f f (x )  6 L9(I), then 
lim II&/- f]]L2(l,) = O. 
~--.(0,0) 
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PROOF. For any x • I~, 
J~f(x) - f (x)  = f1 ¢p6(x - s)f(s) ds - f (x)  
= flI qo6(x - s)(f(s) - f(x))  ds 
= fII qo6(-y)(f(x + y) - f(x)) dy, 
p6 
after the change of variables y = s - x. Consequently, by HSlder inequality, 
I& f (z ) -  f(x)l ~ _< f~p (~d-y) )  2 dy f~,, If(x + y) - f(x)l ~ dy 
/ Ap ( f (x + y) - f (x))  2 dy. 
Therefore, 
v,f f, f, ÷ f( )l -fllL2(I,) < 572 , p, 
= AP fII f l  [ f (x+y) - f (x )12dxdy .  
61~2 p~ 6 
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l l&f _..2 _ _.~._4p1~1p2~2~2 4plp2Ap~2 - -  f l l L~( l~)  < = UlO2 
and the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 2.2. I fV f (x )  • L2(I) x L2(I), then 
lim IIV(Jaf) - VflIL=(z,)×L=(I,) = 0, 6-~(o,0) 
where the norm II(A, f2)IIL=×L2 = ~11f11122 + IIf211~= is defined for (fl, f2) e L 2 × L 2. 
REMARK. This result shows that the gradient of the mollified function approximates the gradient 
of the function in L 2. Consequently, we shall concentrate on developing an approximation to the 
smooth function ~7(J~f). 
LEMMA 2.3. MAXIMUM NORM CONSISTENCY. If f (X) iS uniformly Lipschitz on I, with Lipschitz 
constant L, then there exists a constant C such that 
II&f - fllo~.i, ~ C 161~. 
By the continuity of L 2 functions with respect o their norm, Ve > 0, 3/~ > 0, such that whenever 
Ilyll < 9, 
l l f (x+Y) -  f(x)12 dx < E 2. 
This implies that for 0 < 6~ < (/~/4pi) (i = 1, 2), 
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PROOF. For any x E I`5, 
IJ~f(x) - f(x)l = . f  ~(x  - s)f(s)ds - y(z) 
< f 1~`5(x - s)(f(s) - f(z))] ds 
= [_ qo6(-y)[f(x + y) - f(z)[ dy 
Jlp 6 
<_ L ~ ~(-y)[[yll dy 
p6 
= <h<h Jo .,o exp -t,<~l +~)  Ilvlldvidv2 
/o"/? < 4LA, exp ( -  (yl 2 + y2))(elY1 +e2y2)dyldy2 
< 4LA, el exp ( -y l  2) Yl dyl "4- -~- 2 Jo exp (-y~) Y2 dy2 
5 vi~LAp(5l + ~2) 
5 2v~LA.161~. 
0 x 0 x uniformly Lipschitz on I, then COROLLARY 2.4. /[  ~-~7f( ) and ~f (  ) are 
I IV (&f )  - V f l l~ ,s .  < Cl<~l~, 
where for ( f l , /2)  E C(S) × C(I), the norm is defined by I1(fl, f2)ll~,s = max (11/11t~,s, IIf211~,s). 
LEMMA 2.5. MAXIMUM NORM STABILITY. If f (X), f '(x) axe integrable on I and Supxesif(x ) -  
f¢(x)i < e, then there exists a constant C such that 
I I& f -  &f°ll~,s, _<~ and IIV(&f) - v(Jd°)l l~,s, _< Cl~l_--- ~ .  
PROOF. The first estimate follows immediately from fsp~ qO6,p(Z) dx = 1. We prove the second 
inequality. For z E I`5, 
O(J`sf) (x) O(J`sf') (x) 
OXl OXl 
= ~ ( f l  q°`5(x-s)[f(s)-f~(s)]ds) 
io ) = ~OS(X -- s)[f(s) -- re(s)] ds2 dSl \ Jxl-m& Jz2-p2`52 
L 
x2 +P2 if2 
---- (Ps(--Pl~I, X2 -- S2)[f(Xl + pl(~l, S2) -- fe(Xl + P151, S2)] ds2 
X2 --P2`52 
i 
x2 +,2,52 
- -  ~`5(Pl~l,X2 -- S2)[f(Xl -- PlSl,S2) -- fe(xi -- pl~l, S2)] ds2 
J x2--p2`5~ 
IX1-1-'1~' I~2"[''2`52 0 -- -- 
+ ux~-I ~`5(X s)[f(s) re(s)] ds2 dSl 
dxl--Pl`5, dz2--p2`52 
/,.° I < vi'rA,-~l + vt-~Ap-~l +e , ~'~xlg`5(-y ) dy 
e (1 , , '2  (y2~)2  ( i " `5 ' - -  exp(  Y~[y ,  idyl) =2v' f fA '~+AP~2 \ _,2,=explt-~222) dy2 e~ \ _,,,, It-~212 ,] 
<_ 4vf~Av ~.  
Similarly, 
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O(J6f) (x) O(J6fe) (x) < c 
By the previous two lemmas, we have proved the following convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. MAXIMUM NORM CONVERGENCE. /f ~(X) and e°---~x2 ( ) are uniformly Lipschitz 
on I, and f~ is integrable satisfying Supxe~lf(x ) - fe(x)] <_ e, then 
,J~f~- f,~,,, < cm~ +~ and ,V(J,f~)- Vfll~,,, <_ C (m~ + I~-~-~) 
We observe that in order to obtain convergence as e --* 0, in the first case it suffices to consider 
161oo ~ 0, but in the second case we need to relate both parameters (e and 6). For example, we 
can choose 6~ = O(vq), i = 1,2. This is a consequence of the ill-posedness of differentiation of
noisy data. 
From the proof of Lemma 2.5, if f(x) is bounded and integrable on I, then we have 
4v~Ap 
llV(&f)llo~,l, < l~--~_ lifll~,l. 
This implies that V J8 is a bounded operator with 
4v~A~ 
The boundedness of VJ~ explains the restoration of continuity with respect o perturbations 
in the data for differentiation by mollification. 
3. D ISCRETE MOLLIFICATION 
In this section, we consider the 6-mollification of a discrete function defined on the discrete set 
K = {(x~),x(J)):  1 < i < m, 1 < j  < n} C I, with 
0 < ~i') < ~i:) < . . .<  ~Im) < 1, 
Set 
0 < ~, )< ~: )<. . .  < x~ ~) z 1. 
sl °) -- 0, sl m) _- 1, s?) = 0, 8~ °) = 1, 
(i = 1 ,2 , . . . , .~-  1), 
(j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1), 
/Xx = max i - ~<_~<_,,,-~, ,<_~<_,,-~ ~i ~+~) ~,) ~ + 4.,) ~) ~. 
Let G = {gij : 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n} be a discrete function defined on K. 
$-mollification of G is defined as follows. 
Forx6  I~, 
i=1 j=l ~,-1) (2 ~-~) qo~(x- s) dslds2 g~j. 
Notice that ~i=1 z-~j=l~ss~,-,) f~(2~-*> ~o6(x - s) dsl ds2) = fl,~ qo~(-s) ds = 1. 
The discrete 
The consistency estimates for the discrete ~-mollification are presented in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.1. MAXIMUM NORM CONSISTENCY OF DISCRETE MOLLIFICATION. Let 9(x) be 
defined on I, G = {gij : 1 <_ i <_ m, 1 <_ j < n} be the discrete version of g with gij = 
gtx (~) x(Jh k 1 ' 2 1" 
(1) If g is uniformly Lipschitz on I with Lipschitz constant L, then there exists a constant C 
such that 
IlJ6 G - gllo¢,,, < C(16loo + nx).  
(2) If o_.q_ and o_.q_ axe uniformly Lipschitz on I with Lipschitz constant L, then there exists Ox, Oxl 
a constant C such that 
/kx 
PROOF. For x 6 16, 
m ~ , i , )  .Ix) 
[J6V(x)-Jsg(x)[ ~ E,i,=l j~l= ~['I-1) ~(2j-1)~6(x-s)[giJ-g(')[dslds2 <LAx" 
By Lemma 2.3 and the triangle inequality, Part (1) follows. 
To prove Part (2), observe that 
-~( J~C(z )  - g6g(x)) I
i=t j=l 
0 
<_ LAx /  -~xxxx%O6(-y) dy 
J Ip6 
\ - . .6=exp\  622) dy2 6-[ \ -,,61exp 
<_ 2LApv~-~.  
~1 ) lYl [ dyl ) 
Similarly, 
O~l (J6G(x) - J6g(x)) <_ 2LA, x /~: .  
Hence, Part (2) follows from the triangle inequality and Corollary 2.4. 
In most applications, the only available data is a perturbed iscrete version of g, denoted 
G e = {gej : 1 < i < m, 1 <: j < n}, satisfying JIG - G~[[oo,K <_ e, where G = {g~j : 1 < i < m, 
1 < j < n} with g{j = g(x~), x(J)). The stability of the discrete/f-mollification s proved in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. MAXIMUM NORM STABILITY OF DISCRETE MOLLIFICATION. I f  the discrete func- 
tions G and G ~ satisfy JIG - G~[[cc,K <_ e, then 
lIJeG ~ - JeGl[~,~. < ~, 
£ 
and I IV(&G9 - V(&G)IIoo,t~ _< Cl,~l_------~-. 
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PROOF. We prove the second inequality. For x E I~, i -- 1,2, 
0(J~G~) (x) o(J a)oxi 
: ~ ~ /~s(l,_l ) ~s(j_l ) ~i~5(x-s)dsld82 (gij-g~j) 
i=1 j~l 
0 
< e~l -~xi re (x -  s) ds 
<_ 2ApX/ '~.  
The next theorem indicates that the discrete &mollification of G ~ is a reasonable approximation 
of the function g. 
THEOREM 3.3. MAXIMUM NORM CONVERGENCE OF DISCRETE MOLLIFICATION. Let g be 
uniformly Lipschitz on I, with Lipschitz constant L. I f  G is its discrete version on K and G ¢ is 
a discrete function on K satisfying [ [G-  G~[[oo,K ~ e, then there exists a constant C such that 
[[Je Gc - glloo,I, <- C(e + 15100 + Ax).  
PROOF. The result is obtained immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and the triangle inequality. 
NOTE. The corresponding abstract convergence statement readily follows: II J$ G~ -gllc¢,I~ --* O, 
as e, Ax -~ 0, and 5 -~ (0, 0). The numerical convergence r sult establishes that the computed 
mollified function J~G ~ converges to the mollified function J~g. More precisely, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.4. MAXIMUM NORM NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE OF DISCRETE MOLLIFICA- 
TION. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, there exists a constant C, such that 
ILJ G - &glloo,i. < C(e + Az). 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.2 and 
IJ G(x) - g g(x)l <- LA , 
the result follows from the triangle inequality. 
for x e I6, 
3.1. Computat ion  o f  the  Grad ient  
This subsection discusses the main results on stable computation of numerical gradients by the 
mollification method. 
THEOREM 3.5. MAXIMUM NORM CONVERGENCE OF THE GRADIENT COMPUTED BY DISCRETE 
MOLLIFICATION. If ~ (i = 1,2) are uniformly Lipschitz on I with Lipschitz constant L, G, G ~ 
as described in Theorem 3.3, then there exists a constant C such that 
( IIV(J~G') - Vglloo,l, <_ C [51oo + ~ + 
PROOF. The theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and the triangle inequality. 
NOTE. The corresponding abstract convergence statement should prescribe a link between the 
parameters 5, e, and Ax as e --+ 0. We could establish convergence of V(J6G ¢) to Vg by 
prescribing a rule as Ax = e and 5i = v ~ (i = 1,2). 
A numerical convergence statement should relate V( JsG e) with V(J~g), that is, the computed 
gradient and the gradient of the mollified version of g. This is presented in the following theorem 
which states that, for fixed 5, HV(J~G ~) - V(J~g)lloo,l 6 ~ 0, as e, Ax -+ 0. 
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THEOREM 3.6. MAXIMUM NORM NUMERICAL  CONVERGENCE OF THE GRADIENT COMPUTED 
BY DISCRETE MOLLIFICATION. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, there exists a constant C 
such that 
[[V(J6G~) - V(J~g)['oo,ls _<0( [6~_  + A[5-~_x ) .  
PROOF. By Lemma 3.2 and for x 6 I~, i = 1, 2, 
(z) Az O(J~g) < 2LApv~---;-, 
• (z )  Oz~ - oi 
(see the proof of Lemma 3.1), the triangle inequality then yields the result. 
Assuming from now on that 
(i+1) _ X? ) X?  ) - -  X?  -1 )  = X 1 ~-- /XX l ,  i ~-- 2 , . . . ,  ~Tt - -  1,  
x( J) - _ 4 .1 )_  =  x2, j = - 1, 
given G ~, a perturbed iscrete version of g, in order to approximate ~7g, instead of utilizing o 
and convolution with the noisy data G ~, computations are carried out by using the centered iffer- 
ences of J6G ~. That is, we use Vo(J~G ~) to approximate V(J6G ~) in 5 .  Here V0 = (D~ 1), DO(2)), 
D0 (i) (i = 1, 2) denotes the centered ifference operator with respect o the variable xi, and 
I6 ---- 59151 ÷ /~Xl, 1 -- P161 -- /~Xl] X 59252 ÷ /kX2, 1 -- p262 -- /iX2]. 
LEMMA 3.7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.5, there exist a constant C and a constant C6, 
depending on 6, such that 
( . ]lV0(JeG ~) - Vg[Ioo,~ -< C 16100 ÷ ~ ÷ ~ + C~(Ax) 2. 
PROOF. The result is a consequence of Theorem 3.5 and the estimate 
IVo(J~C~)(:~) - V(J~V~)(x)l _< C~(~x) ~, (*) 
for x 6 ~.  
For fixed 6, as a direct consequence of (.) and Theorem 3.6, a numerical convergence statement 
establishing convergence of [[V0(JsG e) -VJ~g[[o¢,~ to zero as e, Ax --* 0 is given by the following• 
LEMMA 3.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, there exist a constant C and a constant C~, 
depending on 6, such that 
,,Vo(J6G~)-V(J~g),,oo,~ <_C([~--~_ + A[_~_~) +C~(Ax)2" 
Let G be a discrete function on K and V0~G -= V0(J6G). The next theorem states that V06 is 
a bounded operator. 
THEOREM 3.9. There exists a constant C such that 
llvgolloo,  - IIOlloo,K. 
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PROOF. For x E ~,  
D(1)(J~a)(x) 
= I~oe(yl - aXl,, Y2) - ~e(Yi + Az i ,  Y2)I dyl dy2. 
--p262 J--Pl 61--Axl 
First, we consider the case Pi l l  <_ Axl. In such case, we have 
f m6,+A~l 1~6(Yl - Axl,  Y2) - ~6(Yl + Axi,  Y2)I dyl 
p,61 -&zl 
= I~e(Yi - Axi ,  Y2)I dyi 
--P161--AXl J--pl~I +AXl 
Therefore, 
dy 
1 
= IIGII~,K Ax~ 
< P{-~ IIGbo,,c. 
- -  61  
Now assuming pl(~l > AXl, 
f_  mh+Axl I~e(Yl - AXl, Y2) - ~8(Yl + AXl, Y2){ dyl 
Pill --/xzl (**) 
f 
-pi61+/Xxl 
= 1~6(Yl + Axl,y2)l dyl 
J -p,~il -]Xzl 
pI61-Azl 
+ I~aS(yl - Axl, Y2) ~8(Yl + Axl,  Y2)I dyl 
J--p,61+Azl 
(**) (cont,) 
/ pi 61+/xxl + I~(y l  - AXl, y2)l dyl. 
3m~l-aXl 
For the first and third terms in (**), we have 
L -m6,+ax, 1~8(Yi + Axl,  Y2)] dyl <_ 2Axl~(0,y2) ,  plS1-Axl 
f p*~I+/xxl 1~o6(yl - AXl, Y2)I dyl < 2Axl~o6(0, Y2). 
JPl~l--/',xl 
Using the fact that ~o6(yi - Axl,y2) _> ~o6(yi + Axl,y2) for Yi E [0,piSi -- Axi], and a mean 
value theorem in the following form: if f E C[a - h, b + h], then there exist constants 0i, with 
10d _< 1 (i = 1, 2) such that 
L b(f(z  -- h) - f (x  + h)) = 2h(f (a + Olh) - f(b + O2h)), dx 
we obtain the following estimate for the second term in (**): 
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/ m61 1~6(Yl - Ax l ,  Y2) - ~6(Yl + Ax l ,  Y2)[ dyl 
pl61+Ax, 
pl61-/Xxl 
= 2 ]~(Y l  - Ax l ,  y2) - ~6(Yl + ax l ,  Y2)I dyl 
J 0  
P161 -/',:vl 
= 2 (~6(Yl - Ax l ,  Y2) - ~6(Yl + Axi ,  Y2)) dyl 
Jo 
= 4 /Xx l (~(S1Ax l ,  Y2) - ~6(p161 - Ax l  + 82Ax l ,  Y2)) 
_~ 4Ax1~6(0,  Y2). 
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Figure 1. (cont.) 
Consequently, for p161 > AXl, 
fP2  62 
D0 (1) (J6G)(x) I <_ 4IIGIIo~,K ~o~(0, Y21 dy2 
--P2~2 
-- 4llGlloo,K exp (-y22) dy2 
P2 
< 4v~Ap ]lVlloo,K. 
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Figure 2. (cont.) 
Finally, with C = max(p[1,p21, 4v/-~Ap), we have 
D(°l)(j~G) ~,~ < i~-~_ IIGII~,K. 
Table 1. Error norms for ~ = 0.1, M = N = 1/128. 
1 
Relat ive/2-Error  Norms on [0.1] x [0, 1] 
Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 Example 5 
Surface 0.095311 0.076833 0.203602 0.006517 0.128756 
Gradient  0.207191 0.132708 0.458221 0.072133 0.212290 
Similarly, 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1. Extens ion  of  Data  
Computation of J~f throughout he domain I = [0, 1] × [0, 1], requires the extension of f to a 
slightly larger rectangle I~ = [-p161, 1 + pldfl] × [-p262, 1 + p2df2]. Since J~f = J82 (J~l f(xl ,  x2)), 
we only need to consider the extension in the one-dimensional case. 
For each fixed x2 6 [0, 1], we seek constant extensions f* of f(., x2) to the intervals [-P1~I, 0] 
and [1, 1 + p161], satisfying the conditions 
[[J~l ( f*)  - f (', x2)[lL2[O,p161] is minimum 
and 
II&, (f*) - f( ' ,  x2)llL2IX-p,~,l] is minimum. 
A closed formula for the constants can be found in [2]. 
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4.2. Select ion of Mol l i f icat ion Parameters 
As indicated in previous ections, the parameter 5 = (51,52) plays a crucial role in the regu- 
larization procedure. The discrete 5-mollification of G = {gij : 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n}, 
is reduced to a double "mollification sweep" of several one-dimensionM functions. First, for each 
fixed j,  the discrete 6-mollification of the one-dimensional data set {gij : 1 < i < m} is evaluated 
and then, for each fixed xl,  another discrete 5-mollification with respect o x2 of the previously 
rn s~ i) 
mollified data (the one-dimensional data set {~i=l  f:~,-,) P6,,zl (Xl - sl)gi i  dSl : 1 < j <_ n}) 
is computed. Hence, the problem of parameter selection is reduced to that of one-dimensional 
5-mollification. This problem can then be solved effectively using the method of GenerMized Cross 
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Figure 4. (cont.) 
Validation, without information on the noise in the data. See [3] for the first implementation f 
GCV in the context of mollification and, more recently, consult [4] for numerical differentiation 
problems. 
4.3. Numer ica l  Examples  
In this section, to illustrate the effectiveness of the discrete 6-mollification, we present several 
numerical examples. In all cases,/kxl  = 1/M, Ax2 = 1/N, and the discrete data set G = {g~j : 
0 < i < M, 0 _< j < N} is generated as follows: 
: f + o , . , . ,  j - -  o , . .  
where xl  i) iAx l ,  x (j) jAx2 ,  and the i = -- q j s  are uniformly distributed random variables on 
[-e, e]. The maximum noise level e is used only for the simulation of the noisy data. Without 
loss of generality, we set p = (3, 3). 
The errors between the mollified and exact data are measured by the weighted/2-norms 
1/2 
~ " ~ Z  ~-'~ J6a~ 1 , 2 ,] -- f X 
i=0 j=0 
The errors between the computed and exact gradients are also measured by the weighted 
l 2-norms 1/2 
i=0 j=O 
In all the examples, the maximum level of noise in the data is e = 0.1. Numerical results 
are summarized in Table 1 and the qualitative behaviors of the approximate solutions can be 
observed in Figures 1-5. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
f(Xl, X2) ---- (Xl -- 0.5) 2 -- (X2 -- 0.5) 2 • 
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(c) Computed and error gradient fields. 
Figure 5. 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
f (x l ,x2)= ~ 3(1 -a )2exp( -a2- (b+ 1) 2) -10(~-a3-bS)exp( -a2-b  2) 
-1  exp ( - (a  + 112 -b2) ]  
3 
where a = 2(x1 - 0.5) and b = 2(x2 - 0.5). 
EXAMPLE 3. 
EXAMPLE 4. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
f(Xl,X2) : --(Xl -- 0.5) 4 -- (X2 -- 0.5) 4 • 
f (x l ,  x2) = (0.5 + Xl) exp((0.5 + xl)(0.5 + x2)). 
f (x l ,x2)  --- sin,2rj,/~ 
r 
where r = 8X/2[(xl - 0.5) 2 + (x2 - 0.5) 2. 
Examinat ion of the pictures shows that  the computed surfaces and gradient fields behave 
as predicted by the theory in I~. The errors associated with the reconstructed gradient fields 
deteriorate substantial ly near the boundaries. 
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